Siteworks Foreman | Dublin (Residential Housing).

Siteworks Foreman | Dublin (Residential Housing)

One of Ireland’s top Construction Companies with significant annual
turnover
Excellent Package on offer with scope for further career development on
further CPD support
Excellent opportunity to be work on a variety of housing developments
dotted across Dublin ranging from €10-€60 million each respectively

Oradeo Recruitment is presently seeking to appoint a number of experienced
Siteworks Foreman to join one of Ireland’s Top Construction Companies based
in the Dublin/Leinster area working on a variety of residential housing
development. The successful Siteworks Foreman will join an existing strong
team and will undertake a mixed array of projects with a main contractor.

The Ideal Finishing Foreman Will Have:
Handle creation of job duties and delegate tasks to construction
workers

Brief crew members about how daily tasks need to be carried out
Manage construction budgets and track construction costs
Ensure that all materials, supplies, tools and equipment are procured
in a time efficient manner
Monitor daily construction procedures to ensure that proper quality is
maintained and that schedules are being followed
Create progress reports on a daily basis and ensure that any
significant information is communicated to the supervisor
Handle onsite incidents and emergencies in a proactive manner

Necessary Requirements:
Minimum 5 years’ experience in supervising on large scale residential
projects
Excellent interpersonal skills, strong oral and written communication skills

This is an excellent opportunity with an excellent remuneration package will
be available to the right candidate. For more information about this Foreman
job, contact Eavan McCallig confidentially on +353 1 687 7188/+44 845 643
4964 or apply in confidence.

About Oradeo- Oradeo Recruitment are specialists in the construction &
engineering sector. We are a leading service provider in Ireland, UK and
Europe for professional recruitment services (Senior Quantity Surveyors,
Quantity Surveyors, Contract Surveyors, Contracts Managers, Commercial
Manager, Site Engineer, Senior Engineer, CSA Project Managers, Mechanical
Project Managers, Electrical Project Managers, Document Control/Site
Administrators etc.) and the provision of managed labour in Construction &
Civil Engineering, Oil & Gas, Mechanical & Electrical, Warehousing and
Logistics and Industry

